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PART I: CONCEPTS
This is the first of a series of
three articles, intended to give the
held a complete understanding of
the "Palmer School Clinics." The
three articles will cover four principal phases of the operation,
namely, Concepts, Facilities- and
Procedures, and last, the desired
Results. It is hoped that at the conclusion, a morE;! clear understanding of our entire operation, and the
reasons behind it will be developed, to the end that better and
mor~ proper use of the Clinics by
all conce rned may be obtained_
You are asked to refer to the
"Policy Talk" delivered on January
4, 1956, and published in the rcAReview of February 1956. The principles and practices outlined in the
"Policy Talk" have been adhered
to very strictly in the development
of the Clinic program, It would behoove you to refresh your memory
on the "Talk" to determine for
yourself whether or not we have
lcept our word. Granted, the time
element is important; four years
have passed since the inauguration of this program_ But you are
also reminded that this is a major
change, wide in scope, necessitating curricular changes which, in
some instances, cover a five year
period to complete. Once this is
understood, you will see that the
program embodies the necessary
elements to:
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l. Meet the challenge of the
Basic Science Examination program.
2_ Meet the challenge of the
State Chiropractic Examiryation
Board program.
3. Meet the challenge of developing ChiropracTORS in a ChiropracTIC School.
These above three objectives
CAN and Will be met if eve-ryone
concerned, school authorities, field
practitioners, and students-, make
a sincere effort to understand and
participate -iri. the program outlined, in this and forthcoming articles. A thorough, practical, and
realistic approach has been used
in our program, and if there are
any suggestions or criticisms you
have to offer after reading these
articles, please feel free to write
to the author_
Diploma Not Eno ugh
Many words have been written
about the Basic Science "problem."
They have covered everything
from how to lick it, how to control
it, how to overcome it, and how to
meet it. At the present time, it is
still with us, bigger than ever.
working a hards-hip on all applicants, regardless of school or method_ This includes all Healing Arts
graduates, Medical, Osteopathic,
or Chiropractic. To ignore its presence is to turn your back on reality. What is worse, is to not properly prepare the student to successfully pass such boards.-There are
few States today that are left open
to an unlicensed Chiropractor. In
a few years, if the present trend
continues, these States will be
closed. The student. not properly
prepared, even though he has a
diploma from an accredited Chiro-
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practic school, will have no place
to go to e ngage in the practice o f
his chosen profession. ·Basic Science is with us as ef NOW, and the
persistent pressure forces an extension and acceleration of teaching in the Science subjects. Under
the guidance of Dean Hender and
the able direction of Dr. Kenneth
Cronk, the curriculum of the Palmer School has been "juggled'
and shifted to provide the necessary t-i me and acceleration crbove
mentioned. This was only made
possible by moving. some Princi ples and Practice subjects, formerly taught on the academic level
only, irito the practical area of the
Clinic. Our concept was to streamline the teaching of technic, instrumentation, and allied Principles
and Practice subjects, condensing
them and moving the final teaching phases out of the classroom
onto the floor of the Clinic, w here
correlation and application makes
much better sense while under actual conditions of patient handling .
This has been done, and while it
is not yet complete, we can see
"daylight" ahead, The academic
hours thus freed have been put to
good use in the Science subjects
Another point to mention here; ii
is gradually becoming clear to
many that the deeper your knowl edge is of the Basic Science rnaREVIEW,
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terial, the more you can accept the "physical examination, " which, . for . a cqmRlete · repori. We have
Chiropractic approach to disease. when done Chiropractically, is for already . emplciy~d this method in
For example: the vast changes in the purpose of proper patient man- recent months w ith extremely sa tbody chemistry wrought by Innate agement. If the student can be isfactory results.
Intelligence under varying environ- properly guided with close superIn the third area mentioned, that
mental conditions becomes much vision as w.e propose, he will see of developing ChiropracTORS in a
more easily understood when one this work for what it is, and not for ChiropracTIC school, we are safe .
has a .· knowledge, j a real working . ' what ·our enemies will accuse us of in stating that our teaching will be
knowl~dge of Bi6chemistry. ·- In doing. Granted the temptation will right down the line with accepted
short, the Basic Sciences PROVE be great to render snap judge- PSC Chiropractic Philosophy. The
CHIROPRACTIC. If a change in meni.Si as to the patient's condition, academic pressure as stated in
attitude toward the Sciences is but if we can act as mature pro- areas. one and two, produce an innecessary to perpetuate Chiroprac- fessional people, and stay within sistence upon s1epping up our attic, then I am for it.
the confines of a restricted area qf tack in: training the student to "disEquip Student for Exam
practice, we will hcive accoin- cover'' ' the effectiveness of ChiroIn the second area mentioned, plished the proper objective.
practic.
Common Denominator
we find that some Chiropractic ExI here refer you to C_onclusion
Again, the concepts are embodamining Boards, feeling their VII in the "Policy Talk"; "Until such
power, give a more difficult exami- time as the Chiropractor becomes ied in several sections of the "Pol nation than do the Basic Science the PRINCIPAL HEALER, legally icy Talk." "The cause of dis-ease
examiners. In the Physiology, Anat- and legislatively, we must have a is interference with transmission of
omy and Chemistry books, there circumscribed area of PRACTICE , mental impulses; and interference
are many, many isolated and in- and that area must be the ENTIRE with'~ transmission causes dis-eaSe
by ~preventing Innate Intelligence
distinct points which are extracted SPINE."
from producing adaptation in the
with apparent delight by Chirotissue cell; hence it becomes unpractic examiners, with which they
Dr. H. M. Himes graduated
sound and not at ease." On this
test the knowledge of the Chirofrom PSC in 1931 and practiced
premise alone then, w e are repractic applicant. Whether this is
in the Chicago area for fifteen
questing the student to concenright or wrong, is not the issue
years. He returned to PSC in
trate on that which is the common
here. In addition to this type of
1947 to take review work and to
denominator in all Chiropractic
examination, many of these Boa:rds
become a member of the teachTechnics; that of getting sick peoare insisting upon, and increasing
ing staff. He in,stituted a course
ple well by the correction of an
their scope in the. Held o f physical
on Visualization in 1950; became
interference cause. Because our
examination of patients. There is no
head of the Technique DepartPhilosophy is "above down- inside
serious objection to this program
ment in 1953; was named Direcout," the upper cervical area is the
as long as the ChiropracTOR
tor of Student Clinics in ApriL
main area of interest. If correcting
knows that this type of examina1958; and assum~d Directorship
the interference at this area does
tion will occasionally reveal condiof all Palmer Clinics September
not produce the desired result, and
tions which by rights should be reL 1959.
peripheral nerve heat readings referred to another practitioner. If
main in ~he lower area of the spine,
physical examination procedures
then a SPECIFIC approach to those
will be mi.dertaken for ·that purpose
Stress Case Management
lower areas must be made. This
only, they· can serve a greater
Notice that our practice area is attitude is in accord with the folservice to the sick who consult us.
However, if the Chiropractor be- the enti.Te spine, but our scope of lowLng .. statements made in the
lieves that he can enter the field of investigation into the condition of "Policy Talk"; "Conclusion V. Obphysical examination for the pur- the patient should be enlarged to vio\lsly the Member Schools of the
pose of diagnosis, then · he is improve our service in patient man- North American Association of
Chiropractic Schools and Colleges
doomed to faiure at the outset as agement.
It is our thought, that by train- usir1g various technics of adjusthe attempts to compete with experts who have devoted their lives ing the faculty in this field, we ing the segments of the spinal colto the specialties in medicine. The will have a group of well-grounded umn, have their percentage of sucline to be drawn here is not only men to give the close supervision cessful and failure graduates even
hypothetical and semantic, but is of the student so required. By the as we." "Conclusion VIII. The convery realistic as well. As described same token, making qualified phys- sensus of opinion of the most
in a recent issue of "Notes From ical . examiners of the faculty, de- staunch supporters of the PSC in
the Clinic Desk," we of the Palmer tailing our work in this area, the the field, with the exception of ·.a
School Clinics a re embarkinq on a service in the Referral Clinic can few, was to ·the effect that occ6program of training the student to be streamlined, at less cost to the · sionaliy some lower spine adiustbe competent in this field, Our con- patient, If in the routine physical ing was necessary, should be thorcept here is to differentiate be- examination given, some special or oughly tauqht at school, cild not
tw een "diagnosis," which, when · serious abnormal condition is re- discredited by the school, causing
done medically;, is for the purpose vealed, then the patient can· be a rrian to feel quilty or defensive
(Concluded on page 32) ·
of prescribing treatment, and referred to a specialist in that area
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